A special bond
How equine-assisted services helps families impacted by domestic abuse

For millennia, humans and horses have enjoyed a special relationship. Recent research shows that working with horses can improve human mental health and wellbeing. Professor Ann Hemingway is part of a multidisciplinary team that has demonstrated that equine-assisted services can improve outcomes for families impacted by domestic abuse and mitigate the conditions that fuel it, and believes that the benefits of such an intervention could be delivered through virtual reality technology.

Any person about the role of horses in society today, and the chances are they’d refer to horseracing and show jumping, leisure activities for those with the financial means to own a horse. Very few would connect horses with domestic violence. And yet, a dedicated team of public health scientists, neuropsychologists, social psychologists, and specialists in equine science and sensor science are exploring how the remarkable bond between humans and horses can help prevent domestic violence and mitigate the conditions that fuel it. Furthermore, with the help of specialists in virtual reality, they’re looking at ways to roll out the mental health benefits of such interactive equine-assisted services without people ever even touching a horse.

For much of human history, horses have been humans’ most prized companions. Since domestication, horses have been powerful symbols in many cultures, representing nobility, freedom, and strength. They feature prominently in art, mythology, and literature. They have also fulfilled functional purposes; facilitating transport and communication across vast territories. For centuries, horses were also central in human combat, sports and war.

At the heart of this multifaceted relationship between humans and horses that has spanned thousands of years, there is potential for a remarkable and enduring connection to be built based on communication and respect. This connection is of particular interest to Dr Ann Hemingway, a professor of public health at the University of Bournemouth in England. Her research focuses on non-medical, nature-based interventions to improve mental health and wellbeing. For Hemingway, the horse-human interaction is an ancient, largely untapped resource which needs however, to focus on the wellbeing of the horse as well as the human moving forward.

PARTNERSHIP AND COMMUNICATION

While horses are no longer essential for warfare or transport in most parts of the world, their strong bond with humans remains. They are highly social animals with a sophisticated sense of awareness and an ability to perceive human emotions and intentions. Their emotional intelligence makes them adept at interpreting human gestures, tone of voice, and even non-verbal cues such as physical poise and facial expressions, enabling them to adjust their behaviour in response. Horses can also sense human emotions such as fear, anxiety, happiness, or calmness, often mirroring these emotions in their own behaviour.

At best, the relationship between a horse and its caretaker is not one of dominance of one over the other but built on mutual trust and respect, partnership, and communication. For example, a horse rider should understand and respond to the horse’s signals and respect its limits, so that the horse learns to trust the rider’s guidance. The act of grooming and caring for a horse may reinforce trust and affection between horse and human while enabling the horse to live with “friends, freedom, and fun!” Not only are these acts essential for the horse’s health, but also ensure that their wellbeing is given equal importance in their lives with humans.

This sensitivity and focus on mutual respect, consideration, and communication forms the basis of working with horses in some equine-assisted services, and Hemingway and researcher Kezia Sullivan have shown how these services can help families experiencing domestic abuse.

EQUINE-ASSISTED EDUCATION

Hemingway has been working with a charity, called TheHorseCourse, to understand how learning natural horsemanship skills can positively affect mental health outcomes. The team has been exploring whether working with horses can help families rebuild the damage caused by domestic violence and strengthen children in need (CIN) – children identified by social services as at risk of harm or needing additional support to achieve a reasonable standard of health or development.

In an observational study of British families with a history of domestic violence who were part of the Troubled Families Programme (now called The Supporting Families Programme) which aims to support families with multiple disadvantages experiencing poor life outcomes, Hemingway and Sullivan examined the potential benefits of an equine-assisted services (EAS) intervention. Participants of this intervention are taught to understand and respect the horse’s perspective, which requires clear, non-aggressive communication and controlling their body language. The intervention, structured around the participants and horse’s needs, involves a series of horse-human interaction games, and aims to foster calmness and improve communication, among participants.

Analysing data collected by local authorities, including police crime data, health services, and social worker data, Hemingway and Sullivan compared the outcomes for families who participated in EAS with those who did not receive any intervention, those who received support from a key worker only, and those who received additional non-EAS support.

The data covered the period 2015 to 2018 for participants undergoing the EAS intervention compared with year-on-year for 2017 and 2018 for participants undergoing any intervention, those who received additional non-EAS support. In total, there were over 13,000 participants.

Horses can also sense human emotions such as fear, anxiety, happiness, or calmness, often mirroring these emotions in their own behaviour.
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Personal Response

Equine-assisted services provide a very hands-on intervention; how do you see it working in a virtual space?

Our aim is to develop a game whereby the virtual horse gives feedback on how effectively and calmly the human is communicating, just as happens in real life when the horse gives clear feedback to participants on TheHorseCourse. This will enable many more people to benefit from this unique intervention. In addition, the humans playing the game will grow to respect the unique nature of the horse and how a relationship based on mutual respect and effective communication is possible not only with these wonderful animals but with all mammals, including their fellow humans.